
Urban
Groove

The designer uses the “transformed 
block” and “compound transition” 
concept to assure the coexisting 
and deviating relationships between 
the open funct ional i t ies and the 
independent privacy and gives the 
urban residents the changed rhythms 
at home and the flooring efficacy of the 
house by making the family campaigns 
in diverse phases the core.



For  openness  and use 
f lexibi l i ty ,  the  des igner 
extends the publ ic domain 
room by setting up a folding 
door between the living room 
and the second bedroom to 
make the unclosed bedroom 
multifunctional e.g. the yoga 
room, the playroom, or the kids’ 
gallery and places a sectional 
sofa for more family interactions 
as well as for lighting, visual 
wideness and moving line with 
free openness; moreover, the 
unclosed bedroom can be a 
private independent domain 
by using the special hardware 
and detailed mechanisms if 
necessary with ensured stability 
and soundproofing.



As a one-story 89 m2 housing residence, the design plan must meet the everyday needs of the couple owners and their newborn twins’ 
current nursery and future needs at once, so the designer reserves the three-room layout, gives the house openness and privacy by 
flexible furnishings and partitions, makes the second bedroom part of the living room for family activities, includes the corridor and 
the dining kitchen in one space for more natural light when they are unclosed.



The arc lamp strip continues to the private domain. 
The symmetric effect implies wideness and wholeness the 
space wise. 
The arc-inspired components used to all the exposed 
corners remove safety concerns for the twins in motion.

Arc



The multi-purpose dining kitchen is equipped with the L-shaped storage cabinet of which one side serves as the kitchen for cooking and 
storing the appliances and the cookware and tableware and the other side i.e. the platform in the center serves as the workstation for the 
male owner.

multi-purpose dining kitchen



The master bedroom 
in the basic tone with 
sleek l ines besides 
well-organized storage 
has a rational but cozy 
visual finish.



The designer makes the rich family activities the core in daily life by a design plan based on sleekness, nature and safety, forms a sophisticated 
tranquil living atmosphere by using the low-saturated Morandi tone, assures more lighting and variations with open and flexible partitions and 
furnishings, and includes family interactions and nursery safety with warm hardwood flooring. 

tranquil living atmosphere


